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“[W]e could deal [with children] in large numbers, provided they were sponsored by responsible bodies
and responsible individuals. Here is a chance of taking the young generation of a great people…a
chance of mitigating to some extent the terrible sufferings of their parents and their friends.”1

A

DDRESSING THE HOUSE OF COMMONS on the plight of Jews and other
“non-Aryans” in Nazi Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia, Great Britain’s
Home Secretary, Samuel Hoare, used these words to introduce the British childrescue scheme now termed the “Kindertransport.”2 On this evening of November
21, 1938, Members of Parliament reacted with horror at the Nazi-organized
pogrom, Kristallnacht, of less than a fortnight earlier. Some advocated relaxing
Britain’s stringent immigration requirements. Others worried that refugees would
threaten a fragile economy, taking jobs from British citizens and requiring public
support.3 Admitting unaccompanied children for temporary refuge seemed a
reasonable compromise. Between December 1938 and early September 1939,
organizations and individuals collaborated in the Kindertransport, bringing nearly
10,000 children to Britain from Nazi-controlled lands by train and ferry.4 Moved
in some cases by politics, in others by a sense of moral, cultural or religious
responsibility, in still others by familial duty and love, a wide array of bodies and
individuals made essential contributions to the Kindertransport’s success. Their
varying motivations demonstrated the complexity of effective response to an
international humanitarian crisis and fostered a new sense of social responsibility
for the welfare and rights of individuals.
A Developing Humanitarian Crisis
Adolf Hitler and the National Socialist German Workers’ Party (the Nazis)
took power in Germany in 1933 vowing to abolish Jewish citizenship and
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eliminate Germany’s Jewish population by encouraging mass exodus.5 Nazi
laws immediately began to strip Jews of their civil rights, rights to participate as
full members of political society and to access opportunities and amenities on
the same terms as others. Jews were barred from civil service positions (1933),
medical, legal and other professional practice (1933) and work in theater or movies
(1934).6 The Nuremberg laws of 1935 followed, revoking Jewish citizenship and
banning marriages and sexual relations between Jews and those of “German or
related blood.”7 Soon, escalating restrictions prohibited Jews from making business
contracts with the state and curtailed their economic transactions with non-Jews.
After German annexation in 1938, these laws quickly took effect in Austria and
parts of Czechoslovakia.8
Contrary to internationally recognized children’s rights, Nazi persecution also
imperiled the intellectual development, physical well-being and psychological
security of Jewish children.9 They were banned from public schools, parks
and theaters and suffered physically and psychologically when parents were
imprisoned or lost employment or property.10 Susanne Goldsmith, who rode the
first Kindertransport train leaving Vienna, recalls, “Other children no longer
played with us. It was very depressing. Every week new rules and regulations
were directed at Jewish families.”11
Between 1933 and 1938, these rights deprivations led to voluntary Jewish
emigration from Nazi territories. Still, many thought Nazi control a passing phase.
They hesitated to leave homes for strange lands, unfamiliar people and economic
disadvantage.12 This attitude altered as the escalating oppression of 1938 inflicted
increasingly degrading treatment on Jews and assailed their liberty and security.
Now, soaring numbers sought to emigrate, but stringent immigration laws in many
countries thwarted their attempts. Restrictions stemmed from anti-alien and antiSemitic feelings and from fear, in the widespread depression of the 1930s, that
immigrants would burden national economies.13 While thirty-two nations attended
an international immigration conference on the problem in Evian, France during
summer 1938, only the Dominican Republic offered to increase immigration
quotas for those fleeing Nazi territories.14
Kristallnacht and Policy Change in Britain
On the night of November 9, 1938, brutal attacks on physical security, liberty
and property transformed Nazi rights deprivations into a humanitarian crisis
where peril was immediate and large-scale suffering acute.15 Nazi sympathizers
throughout Germany, Austria and Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland destroyed
thousands of Jewish businesses and synagogues and terrorized Jews, killing
approximately 100.16 Nazi officials arrested and imprisoned 30,000 Jewish men,
later sending many to concentration camps.17 The events of this Kristallnacht18
shocked the world and marked a turning point in British refugee policy. Reports
from American consuls in Germany described merciless “attacks upon a helpless
minority”19 and cited evidence that German officials had planned the violence.20
In Britain, letters to The Times emphasized the Nazis’ “cold brutality”21 and
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condemned “this fresh onset of persecution.”22 Some advocated taking “more than
our fair share of these…tortured people…not a new Evian, but a new spirit.”23
History often portrays moral responsibility as the impetus for humanitarian
response. However, the official British response was foremost political. The
government faced national and international criticism for ceding parts of
Czechoslovakia to Nazi control under the Munich Pact.24 At home and abroad, its
obstruction of Jewish immigration to Palestine, which it controlled, also fueled
criticism.25 Influential Jewish groups within Britain urged that immigration
restrictions be eased,26 and citizens’ humanitarian pleas were widespread.27
Minutes of a 16 November 1938 Cabinet meeting show Britain’s Prime Minister,
Neville Chamberlain, and his ministers anxious to curb criticism and hopeful that
a refugee plan might win support from the United States and improve “public
opinion” in Britain.28
The Kindertransport plan, developed by Home Secretary Hoare and refugee
advocates including Quakers and members of Britain’s Jewish community, seemed
likely to serve these political aims efficiently and without arousing opposition.29
The British public would sympathize with unaccompanied refugee children,
who could enter Britain under an existing program allowing European children
temporary residence for educational purposes.30 As ultimately implemented, the
plan required a sponsor for each refugee child, an individual or organization
committed to providing care and education until the child left Britain. Sponsored
children under age seventeen could enter with an identity card rather than German
travel documents or a British visa, simplifying and hastening the immigration
process (see Appendix A). From March 1939, the government also required
that sponsors guarantee £50 per child to fund later emigration from Britain.
Organization, finance and execution, described in the next section, fell to private
individuals and agencies.31
The government thus aimed to quell national and international criticism
and satisfy Jewish organizations and concerned citizens after Kristallnacht’s
horrors. Other key Kindertransport participants, by contrast, acted from a sense
of responsibility. As will become clear, though, even when moral duty was one
element of this motivation, it did not typically operate alone.
Responsible Bodies: Combining Religious, Cultural and Moral Duty
In referring to “responsible bodies” in his 1938 speech to the House of
Commons, Home Secretary Hoare had in mind those with legal authority to
organize and supervise children’s immigration and guarantee their later emigration.
Charitable organizations mobilizing the Kindertransport, however, were also
“responsible” in the sense that they were motivated by a multifaceted sense of
duty. The largest and most active of these, ultimately charged with overseeing all
Kindertransport children in Britain, was the Movement for the Care of Children
from Germany, later called the Refugee Children’s Movement (RCM). It perfectly
illustrates the contributions and motivations of organizations involved in this
program.32
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Immediately following Hoare’s announcement to the House of Commons, the
RCM began its work, coordinating volunteers and bureaucrats across Europe and
negotiating with Nazi officials, who continued to favor Jewish emigration. Its first
transport of 206 children left Berlin via train and arrived in Harwich, England
by ferry on December 2, 1938.33 Typically, children departed by train from large
cities including Berlin, Vienna and, later, Prague and travelled to the Hook of
Holland in the Netherlands. There, volunteer workers fed them and helped them
board a ferry (see Appendix B). “Guaranteed children” had individual sponsors
in Britain, ordinarily family or friends, sometimes a designated foster family, and
went directly to their homes. The RCM or like organizations sponsored “nonguaranteed children,”34 who were selected by Jewish social-service organizations
in Germany and Austria after parents or guardians submitted requests.35 Until
foster homes were available, they resided in British “holiday” camps or similar
facilities.36
The RCM’s origins helped it assemble assistance across Europe. Jewish
organizations in Britain had a long history of helping European Jews to emigrate.
From 1936, the focus of the Council for German Jewry, a joint British and
American organization rooted in earlier groups, had been to aid those fleeing
Nazi persecution.37 The RCM, in turn, grew from the Council, whose active
members were essential in negotiating the Kindertransport plan with Hoare and
now played central roles.38
Unlike earlier refugee organizations, though, the RCM relied on active
participants who were religiously and culturally diverse and driven by varied
conceptions of responsibility. Christian contributors included Quaker facilitators
in Nazi-controlled countries and Dutch volunteers.39 They also included Lord
Ronald Gorell, who served as Chairman, and Lord Stanley Baldwin, a former
prime minister whose public appeals raised £550,000 for Jewish immigration,
much of it for the RCM.40 Some, including Lord Baldwin, acted from a felt
moral duty to provide children “a hiding place from the wind and a covert from
the tempest.”41 For others, with a cultural or religious bond to refugees and long
association with Jewish aid organizations, it was these special ties that drove a
sense of responsibility “to get Jews out of the Nazi hell.”42
Responsible Individuals: Moral Duty, Familial Duty and Love
Independent organizers and Jewish parents were as essential to Kindertransport
success as the government and civic organizations. Again, varied motivations,
including commitments of duty, drove their contributions. In January 1939, a
young British stockbroker traveling in Czechoslovakia found refugees from
Nazi persecution living in appalling conditions.43 This traveler, Nicholas Winton,
asked British contacts about child immigration policies and soon was appointed
Chairman of the Children’s Committee for Czechoslovakia.44 His tireless, handson approach and refusal to work closely with existing committees distinguished
him. As his letters and papers show, Winton understood that refugee children
in desperate poverty, without access to education, suffered deeply: “The very
bare necessities of life are lacking, [and] their education has ceased. It would
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be a tragedy if they should be left to starve physically and intellectually.”45 In
Czechoslovakia and Britain, Winton worked with families and maintained a
hectic social schedule, hoping each luncheon would bring sponsors or funds.46
His reaction to oppression revealed a sense of moral responsibility, and his energy
showed affinity for challenge. These together helped Winton save 664 children
via Kindertransport.47
Parents were likewise central in finding many children Kindertransport
access. Familial duty and love drove their actions. When the Nazis occupied
Czechoslovakia in March 1939, respected Czech farmer and patriot, Arthur Nohel,
was in London, negotiating Czech immigration to Africa. As he sought British
papers for his family, trapped near Prague, his wife, Irene, willing “to take any
risks to unite [her] family,” secured their children Kindertransport passage.48
Her clandestine escape through Poland two months later allowed them to meet
in Britain and emigrate to the United States as war began.
Unlike the Nohels, thirteen-year-old Benno Black arrived in Harwich from
Breslau, Germany in July 1939 as an unguaranteed child. His parents, kept from
the United States by immigration quotas and fearing for their son after his father’s
Kristallnacht detention, had placed him on a Kindertransport. Unselfish love
and family responsibility colored his mother’s farewell. Unable to bear a public
parting, she instructed Black that she, his grandmother and his aunt would stand
“on the street just below the first viaduct, and as the train would pass over, at a
slow speed, they would wave to me.”49 Meticulous packing lists written for sons
and daughters preparing to travel50 (see Appendix C) and letters from parents left
behind tell similar stories of sacrifice from love and family responsibility. A young
German mother, for example, wrote to her teenage niece, Paula, begging the girl
to send detailed news of her children “because they are all I have to live for.”51
A Legacy of Social Responsibility and Inclusion
The Kindertransport’s immediate result was the rescue of 10,000 children. In
the longer term, this effort underwrote new legal responsibilities in Britain and
fostered an attitude of social responsibility and inclusion among British citizens
and in rescued children and their descendants. When Germany invaded Poland
in September 1939, Britain declared war, Nazi-controlled borders closed and the
Kindertransport ended. From 1942, news of Nazi atrocities revealed that most
Kindertransport children in Britain now likely were orphans with no family to
whom to return. Some had found loving foster homes. Given foster parents’
preference for younger children, though, many lonely teenagers languished in
group settings. Others had been abused by foster parents or detained as enemy
aliens. Questions of adoption for younger children and parental consent to marriage
for older ones now also arose.52
Britain’s Guardianship Act of 1944 acknowledged that Kindertransport children
were not temporary residents and that practical and moral concerns demanded
a trustee responsible for their welfare.53 Pursuant to that law, Lord Gorell, RCM
Chairman, was appointed legal guardian of refugee children without parents
in Britain who had entered after 1936. These included Jewish Kindertransport
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children, but also Catholic and other Christian children.54 As Gorell later
emphasized, through his appointment Britain embraced legal responsibility to
protect children across cultures, religions and national origins: “[T]he guardianship
of thousands was quite new to the law of England. New also was a guardian to
Jewish children who was not himself a Jew, [and] a Protestant guardian to Roman
Catholic children.”55 Two years later, Britain further reflected this new attitude of
social inclusion by offering to naturalize orphaned refugee children,56 in essence
reinstating civil rights the Nazis had extinguished and accepting refugees as
fellow citizens.
Now-adult refugees and their children likewise voice a commitment to social
responsibility and inclusion born from the Kindertransport experience. At a 2001
reunion, Kindertransport refugees offered insights to improve child refugees’ legal
access to education and counseling and committed themselves to work for legal
recognition of the kinds of basic children’s rights once violated by Nazi laws.57
Reflecting on his father’s Kindertransport rescue, teacher Richard Nohel today
expresses “a sense of responsibility to put something positive into the world”
through his life and work.58 Susanne Goldsmith often challenges school children
“to make friends with people of different backgrounds, [for then] we will not have
hate groups.”59 These examples voice not merely moral concern for the welfare of
fellow human beings, but commitment to an inclusive community where individual
rights are recognized and protected.
Conclusion
The success of Britain’s Kindertransport required legal negotiations, multifaceted organizational efforts, hands-on, spontaneous work of individuals and
fierce determination of desperate parents. While moral responsibility motivated
some of these actors, a sense of religious, cultural or familial duty as well as
political incentives and parental love were the compelling forces that drove
others. For nearly 10,000 children, the resulting effort eased the suffering that
significant rights violations and violence together inflicted and proved that
successful humanitarian response can find its source in a fusion of motivations.
The Kindertransport legacy, a new sense of social responsibility that includes a
commitment to individual rights, directly challenges and rejects the disregard for
rights and human well-being that characterized the Nazi era. It suggests that a mix
of actors and motivations not only is crucial to effective humanitarian response,
but also fosters the broad commitment to social inclusion that is essential to
forestalling future humanitarian crises.
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Appendix A

This is one of the special travel documents that replaced the British visa for Kindertransport
children. From We Came as Children (A Collective Autobiography) by Karen Gershon.
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Appendix B

A map of the route followed by Nicholas Winton’s Kindertransport from Czechoslovakia
to Britain. The route through Austria and Germany to the Hook of Holland is similar to
that used by the British Kindertransport program generally. From Saving Children from
the Holocaust: The Kindertransport by Ann Byers.
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Appendix C

A packing list made by parents for daughter, Karoline Lara Schischa, a Kindertransport
child from Vienna, Austria. Contents include everything from dresses and pajamas to a
backpack. Schischa Family Papers, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Archives,
Washington, D.C., Permanent Collection.
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